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 The veena is the most ancient stringed instrument of India. It is one of the three 

principal musical instruments mentioned in the vedic literature, the other two being 

the venu (flute) and Mrindanga. Veena is considered to be a divine instrument and in 

Hindu mythology, Gods and Goddesses are often depicted as playing on the veena and 

enjoying its sweet melodies. The great acharya, Sankara Bhagavadpada describes 

Devi Meenakshi as Veena venu mridanga vadyarasikam in Meenakshi Pancharatnam. 

The descriptions of the Divine Mother by the eminent poet Kalidasa are often as 

playing veena (Manikya veenamupalalayantim in Syamala Dandakam, Veena 

sankrantahastam in Navaratna malika stotram etc).  

 Veena is known from time immemorial, although the descriptions in the vedic 

literature tend to suggest veena of a different design than the present day ones. Also, 

vedic literature describes several different forms of veena. A careful examination of 

the description of vedic rites drives us to the conclusion that the origin of Indian 

music lay in certain rites where the priest and the performer chant some gathas 

alternately while the wife (Yajamani) plays on the veena. Mention of veena can often 

be found in various brahmanas and sutras. For example, Aitreya Brahmana describes 

two different types of veena, the daivi and manushi veenas. Similarly, Naradi Siksha 

mentions about the daravi and gatra veenas. It is interesting to note that veenas with 

various numbers of strings, starting with the ekatantri (single string) veena to one with 

one hundred strings are mentioned in vedic texts.  

 The great epics, Ramayana and Mahabharata also speak of veena. In Ramayana we 

find mention of the Vipanchi veena with nine strings. Veena is referred to as laya and 

tantri in some places of the epic. Valmiki after composing the Ramayana declares 

“this historical poem, which is pleasant to sing and adapted to the three measurements 

of time, is contained within the seven notes and can be sung to the veena”. In fact, the 

princess Lava and Kusa are said to have used the Ekatantri veena in the Ramayana 

Gana in Lord Rama’s court.  

 The sanskrit treatises on music describe veena in great detail. Bharata in his 

Natyasastra talks of the chitra veena as having seven strings and vipanchi veena as 

having nine strings (saptatrantri bhavechchitra vipanchi navatantrika). Bharata also 

makes mention of the veenas, kachchapi, ghosaka etc. Narada in Sangita Makaranda 



mentions a variety of veenas like kachchapi, kubjika, chitra, parivadini, jaya, 

ghosavati, jyeshta, nakuli, mahati, vaishnavi, brahmi, raudri, ravani, sarasvati, kinnari, 

saurandri, ghosaka etc. Sarangadeva mentions two main types of veena, the sruti and 

swara. He also describes elaborately the construction and playing of different kinds of 

veena. Pandit Ramamatya in the third chapter of his treatise, Swaramelakalanidhi, 

describes the construction of veenas and divides veenas into three main heads, the 

sudhdha mela veena, madhya mela veena and achyuta rajendra mela veena.  

 The word veena nowadays has come to mean the Sarasvati veena, the most important 

instrument of the Carnatic music sphere. Veena produces all the gamakas or graces of 

Indian Music. Both the Lakshya and Lakshana forms of music are possible in veena 

playing. The epitome of veena playing is the Tanam, and veena has few equals in this 

particular forte. Listening to tanam playing on veena is a unique experience. Further, 

the presence of frets enables the production of music of highest purity, even in high-

speed brigas, which can be achieved by sincere and dedicated practice.  

 For centuries over, veena is considered as a divine instrument and playing veena is 

considered to be a yoga. Yagjavalkya Maharishi observed that:  

 Veena vadana tatvagjah Srutijaati Visarathah |  

 Talagjascha$prayatnena mokshamargam sa gachchati ||  

(In short, it means, salvation or liberation can be attained effortlessly by playing 

veena). Maharishi has chosen the word “aprayatnena” (effortlessly) since the usual 

yogas prescribed by the vedas for liberation require lot of mental and physical efforts.  

Sarangadeva has beautifully elaborated the divinity of veena as:  

 Darsana sparsane chasya bhoga svargapavargade |  

 Punito viprahatyadi patakaih patitam janam ||  

 Danda sambhuruma tantri kakubhah kamalapatih |  

 Indra patrika brahma tumbam nabhih sarasvati ||  

 Dorako vasukirjiva sudhamsuh sarika ravih |  

 Sarvadevamayi tasmad veeneyam sarvamangala ||  

(That is, by seeing and touching the veena, one attains the sacred religion and 

liberation. It purifies the sinner, who is been guilty of killing a Brahmin. The danda, 

made of wood or Bamboo, is Siva, the string is Devi Uma, the shoulder is Vishnu, the 

bridge is Lakshmi, the gourd is Brahma, the navel is Sarasvati, the connecting wires 

are vasuki, the jiva is the moon and the pegs are the sun. The veena thus represents 



nearly all the Gods and Goddesses, and is, therefore, capable of bestowing all kinds of 

divine blessings, benediction and auspiciousness).  

 The music of veena has been glorified by the tamil saivite saints in various places. It 

is said in Tiruvilaiyadarpuranam that Lord Siva sung with a veena when he came to 

help Panapaththirar to beat the musician Yemanathabhagavatar. Manikkavasagar in 

Tirupadaiyatchi claims, “veenai murandrezhu mosaiyil inba mikuththidu makathe” 

(Veena nadam bestows paramanandam (ultimate bliss) to man. Such bliss cannot be 

attained even in Samadi state). Tirumoolar in his monumental work, Tirumantiram 

concludes that (verse 607) but for yogis, no one can understand the glory of the veena 

nada. Appar goes one step further when he compares the bliss of remembering the 

lotus feet of the Lord with a set of mundane things. He says:  

 Maasil veenaiyum maalai mathiyamum  

 Veesu thendralum, veengila venilum  

  Moosu vandarai poygayum pondrade  

 Eesan enthai inaiyadi neezhale.  

The first of the mundane things to appear in his mind for comparison with the lotus 

feet of the Lord is the “maasil veenai”, that is, the blemishless sound of veena.  

 The music world has always kept the highest regard for the veena music. Sri 

Muthuswami Dikshitar was a veena player par excellence; hence the sangatis and 

phrases in his songs are coloured with gamakas characteristic of Indian music. He 

proudly stamps his signature as “Vainika Gayaka Guruguha” in the Bhairavi song 

Balagopala. He addresses Raja Matangi, a form of Divine Mother depicted as playing 

veena, as Veena gana dasagamakakriye in his immortal song Meenakshi me mudam. 

Saint Tyagaraja observes in the song Mokshamu Galata that people know not the 

secret of Lord Siva deriving immeasurable pleasure from the music of veena. It may 

further be noted that the first part of the charanam of this song describes implicitly the 

vocal music and the second part talks of veena music. It perhaps testifies the intimate 

association of veena music with vocal music. At this juncture, it may well be noted 

that the renowned musicologist, Prof. Sambamoorthy suggested that singing along 

with veena improves the quality of the voice.  

 In conclusion, veena playing is an yoga by itself, which can bestow happiness both in 

mundane as well as supramundane lives. Rishis of the yore to musicians of the day 

have engrossed themselves in the divine music of veena and have looked upon the 

veena practice as means to an end.  

 


